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When pre season conditioning, most folks think of the physical endurance
aspect but there is so much more to pre season conditioning. Don’t get me
wrong, endurance is very important. In fact, you should definitely endurance
condition your dog. This can be accomplished by a harness on a four wheeler
or long walks on the prairie. I prefer the later as it helps me also, but, if you
have more than a couple of dogs to get into shape or control issues, you might
opt for the four wheeler.
Another thought on endurance, think about how long you expect your dog to
hunt and in what temperatures they will perform in, then match the conditions.
If it will be hot, condition in hot weather, carefully. Keep an eye on the heat
index, because there is nothing worse than losing a dog to heat stroke and it
happens every year. Instead, start slowly in the morning when it is cooler and
gradually work you way up to higher temperatures. Use common sense and
make sure you have plenty of water on hand. If you are hot, your dog is hotter.
Also, if you are training for a field trial/test and the run is 15 minutes or 30
minutes, make sure your dog can run at least double the amount of time required for the test or trial. The last thing you want is your dog to run out of
steam 13 minutes into the run. If you are in contention for first place, stamina
may be the deciding factor in a top placement or score.
When we were on vacation in July, I had planned to relax and I did. But as I
was sorting through our freezer for dinner meat, I found a Ziploc bag with
feathers and wings. My husband planned to do some conditioning of his own.
Attaching wings to a retrieving buck, he taught the “drag” to our youngest dog
in a large meadow behind our campsite. When conditioning, think about what
tasks you want your dogs to accomplish this season. Is it a better point,
steadiness, tracking a downed bird or retrieving? Take the time to condition
your dog for this too.
The hunting and trialing/testing season is quickly approaching. Pre-season
conditioning will not only help pup be successful but will give the two of you a
way to communicate so when entering the field this fall, it’s not pup’s or your
first step back on the ground.
Sherry Niesar
Whoa Post Editor
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Remembering Peter Ward
Peter Ward passed away at home on July 4, at the age of 79 years.
He was among the most passionate upland bird hunters and
lovers of nature that one could ever meet. He married his
surviving spouse Margaret in 2000 and the couple acquired
Elkhart Ranch in the Shields Valley, outside of Wilsall, Montana
shortly after being married. The couple mutually shared a love of
the country life and moved to the ranch full time to build a home,
nurture the ranch, and enjoy their outdoor pursuits.
Peter worked tirelessly to enhance the habitat for Hungarian
Partridge on the ranch and worked with neighbors to propagate a
sustainable population of ringneck pheasant in the Horse Creek
drainage and environs in the Shields Valley. He also took care to
look after the blue grouse and few sharptail grouse that were
present in the area. Years earlier, he had worked just as hard in
his native Minnesota to propagate habitat for his favorite game birds, the American woodcock and the
ruffed grouse. Woodcock were his favorite and Ruffed Grouse, a close second in his pecking order of
preferred upland game birds. Then all the other prairie birds such as huns and sharptail grouse
followed.
In terms of his personal qualities, Peter was both an optimist and giver. He always had a positive
outlook on life and chose to always focus on the positive, rather than the negative. A conversation
with him usually began with a warm welcome and a slice of dry humor about some current
observation. The discourse would inevitably end with a positive note of encouragement or slice of
humor. As he approached the end of his time here on earth, he remained cheery, upbeat and joking
with close friends and family.
Peter’s persona was unique, and he surrounded himself with a unique patina. His hunting vehicle was
typically covered with a layer of dust, dog hair, and remnants of bird feathers. His scarred 20 gauge
Browning Shotgun with the butt end partially chewed by one of his dogs, was part of his personal
trademark. All of his friends admired Margaret as not only a splendid spouse, but wonderful
companion for Peter on many of his hunting expeditions. The fact that she would ride in his vehicle,
without complaint, made her a trooper in the eyes of everyone who ever rode in Peter’s vehicle. Peter
had a fondness for old things and would wear a hunting coat and pair of pants until they were fully air
conditioned, or falling apart. He was especially fond of, and made a fuss about old dogs, whether they
belonged to him, or someone else. He loved to tease and joke with his hunting partners, a ritual of
hunting wild game birds with gun dogs.
Peter supported the Epagneul Breton and all the club breed activities in the U.S. which often centered
on competition. He admired the great representatives of the breed. However, his personal love of and
devotion to the E.B. was rooted in his appreciation for the breed as a working gun dog, and a loyal
companion. Whenever he pulled up, there were from two to four epagneul bretons riding in his
Toyota Four Runner, their faces plastered to the windows of his vehicle.
Continued on page 3
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Peter Ward - Continued from page 2
In recent times, Peter would recall his younger “slash and burn days” as a hunter, when a large bag of game was
the objective. He would speak of this time with a degree of fondness for the bygone adventures, as well as a tinge
of regret that the focus at the time was on the end result. As he evolved as a hunter, Peter became more of a
guide and consultant to younger folk. He liked to make a challenging shot on a pointed bird, but he also did not
like to shoot too many. At 78, he shot a pheasant over a point from a distance of seventy paces. He often
mentioned a desire to give something back to the sport. That simple motivation was what caused him to share so
generously with his friends, and the national and local clubs that promoted his favorite breed of hunting dog, the
Epagneul Breton.
Peter got his first E.B. in the mid 90’s. Her name was Saskatchewan Belle, or “Sassy”. He would release her to
hunt by saying, “Sasssafrass, hunt bird!” Along with Sassy as the grand dame, he had a number of beloved eb’s
that accompanied him on his hunting circuit over the years. In addition to favorites Sassy and Sean, Pattie,
Thunder, and later Sage, Shug and Biz, always accompanied him at the ranch in his office, riding on his John
Deere Gator, or on his hunting travels. Sean de Dublin whom he called “Sean-Sean” was a son of Sassy, and was
his most notable hunting dog. A beautiful black and white male who once graced the cover of the CEB-US
Magazine, Sean was a formidable gun dog in the field. He won several awards in field trials, until contracting an
auto-immune disease and dying prematurely at about seven years. The day Sean showed symptoms of his fatal
illness at a favorite hunting spot near Wibaux, MT and collapsed in the field and despite his own physical
limitations, Peter carried Sean a half mile back to his vehicle. He built a memorial to all his dogs at the top of the
mountain on Elkhart Ranch.
At one of the early CEB-US annual meetings in Three Forks, Montana in 2000 Peter showed up and was soon
asked to be on the board, and eventually served as Treasurer of the National Club for a number of years.
However, his greatest contributions were in fundraising and serving as an ambassador for the breed, both at
home and abroad. He chaired the annual club fundraising auction for many years. Everyone was so fond of him,
that they could not tell him no, if he asked for some sort of contribution for the auction. He volunteered to
travel abroad at his own expense in 2006, 2007 and 2009 to enhance relationships with representatives of CEBFrance. His sense of humor and fondness for people were contagious, and the French judges and handlers
eagerly responded to his friendly disposition. This personal magnetism and ability to win friends, was of great
assistance in strengthening the relationships with influential persons active in the E.B. breed abroad. Soon, there
was no problem securing judges from France to come to the U.S. to judge trials.
Peter and Margaret helped start the Big Sky E.B. Gun Dog Club, always supported it, and hosted a number of
club events, including a training session and campout at the Ranch and a Big Sky Field trial in 2009. Peter also
promoted the Great Northern E.B. Club in his home state of Minnesota. In 2010, he and Margaret agreed to
host the CEB-US National meeting at their Montana ranch in the fall. By securing the cooperation of neighbors,
the grounds were fantastic for trialing on wild game birds. Notably, prior to the trial Peter enlisted a number of
friends to help him prospect for birds so he could insure that the field trial participants encountered large
numbers of wild game on their assigned courses. That year, to Peter’s delight, by the time the meeting rolled
around, he had located 42 separate coveys of Hungarian Partridge there in his neighborhood, along with many
clutches of blue grouse, snipe and groups of pheasant. He took great satisfaction that the 2010 Meeting was
highly successful and enjoyed by all.
Peter loved traveling his fall hunting circuit. Opening day would begin at home in the Shields Valley, with a
celebratory Opening Day meal and hunt with friend and neighbors. Then he would travel to Scobey, MT,
Saskatchewan, Canada and other places on the Great Plains in the Northern Rockies region. As October apContinued on page 6
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Peter Ward - Continued from page 5
proached, he would head to his woodcock and grouse coverts in his native Minnesota, and on the way
home, he would hunt pheasants around New Salem, North Dakota and Wibaux, Montana. Each one of his
destinations would inevitably involve visits to see and catch up with landowners and friends, he had
collected over the years.
Each year in April, Peter delighted in going up to Scobey, Montana to see his farmer friends and to witness
the sharptail grouse on their leks as they performed their annual courtship ritual. His friends up on the
Canadian border, eagerly welcomed him back in the fall. All of these exploits were meticulously detailed in
his journals, which he started in the early 1980’s. Reading those entries, gives wonderful insights into not
only the upland hunting life that Peter lived, but the discoveries he made and revelations he experienced
which made impressions upon him.
As he advanced in years, and Peter’s health condition prevented him from walking long distances, he
perfected a hunting method, which he coined “bump and run”. He would drive to a place that he knew held
birds, and release one or more of his E.B’s from the vehicle, and send them down a hedge row, ditch, or
fence row. When the dog would go on point, he would drive as close as possible, exit the vehicle and go
over to flush and dispatch the bird. He rarely missed, and usually one of his dogs would beat him back to
his vehicle, retrieving the bird to the back seat of the vehicle. He would praise the doggy, record the entry in
his journal and then move to the next bump and run location.
Among the historical figures Peter most admired, was Theodore Roosevelt. He felt a connection to T.R.
because like his patron saint, Peter chose to move to the far west, and fell in love with ranching life. He
shared a mutual love of what T.R. called “the free and hardy life” on the western ranch and in the outdoors.
Peter also shared the same passion for conservation of wildlife and natural resources as Roosevelt
At the end of his life, Peter reflected upon his many years of involvement in the upland hunting life. He
recalled fondly his dogs, his hunting buddies and the many friends he met along his journey. Hunting
game birds was not merely something Peter did, it was a fundamental component of who he was as an
individual. He exhorted his friends and protégé’s to continue the fine traditions he enjoyed outdoors and to
preserve the sport. While he admired and appreciated all game birds, he sought to impress upon and
encourage a special appreciation for preserving and hunting the woodcock and the ruffed grouse in his
native North Woods, a passion which he had enjoyed since his boyhood.

Wilsall, Montana Celebration of Life
of Peter Ward will be
hosted by the Ward Family
4 p.m. on Saturday, August 22, 2015
at Elkhart Ranch.

At Peter's request club members may send any memorials to:

The Epagnuel Breton Foundation, Inc.
c/o Wallace Huey
7035 Land Drive, Columbus, Ga. 31904

A Memorial Celebration of the Life
of Peter Ward will be
hosted by the Ward family
4 -8 p.m, Saturday, September 19, 2015
in the St. Paul, Minnesota area
8250 Ingeberg Court, North, Grant, MN
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There is a waiting list
as Open and Gun runs
are FULL. We are only
accepting immediate
entries for the TAN.
Thank you for your
entries and support of
this trial!
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Dog Breath By Sherry Niesar
We are a camping family and each year we camp on the average two out of four weekends a month with a
two week vacation in the summer. This has been our summer schedule for the last 29 years. There have
been a few years that we didn’t camp as much due to a family emergencies, birth of a child or other major
life events. Most years our summer weekends are spent away from our non-air conditioned house
enjoying the breeze of a lake, prairie or mountain.
Jack

We have also been a family with dogs. We started with an English Cocker
named Jack. His official registered name was Newcastle Jack because we
purchased him in Newcastle, Wyoming, but we called him Jack. Jack loved to
go camping, I think because he equated it to hunting. We’d load up the car
with tent, sleeping bags, hot dogs, camping food staples and other essential gear
and take off for Lake Sakakawea. We camped on public land without fear of
another camper pulling up next to us. Jack was a camp dog. He’d hang out
with us only wandering as far as the yard. He would accompany us on walks
and eagerly wait for lunch and his chance at a Cheeto. At dusk, Jack would
look at us and then to the car. He didn’t understand why would stay instead of return to our comfortable
home with beds. Yes, Jack was a bed dog. When we would retire, Jack would make the best of things,
feeling around in the tent for the sleeping pad to get the most out of his night in the tent. If the
temperatures were cold, he would burrow into my sleeping bag, only to emerge in the morning. I
wondered how he could sleep down at the bottom of my zipped sleeping bag and shined a flashlight to see
how he was doing. I was answered with a wagging tail.
We purchased Zeus in December of 2002. He was polite, didn’t hog the bed and enjoyed the lake. The
lake water levels fluctuated based on winter snow pack and precipitation runoff. At times the lake would
be low and provide shoreline habitat to all types of animals. This sounds interesting, unless your 35 pound
fearless Epagneul Breton takes on the goliaths of all skunks. He found
this skunk in the shoreline brush and thought he could kill it. He attacked and came out of the brush blinded by the spray and vomiting .
He layed in the water for a while then went back to try that skunk
again, only to yield the same results. When he was done, the skunk was
dead and Zeus smelled horrible. I went into town to the local
grocery store and purchased every type of skunk wash available. After
many baths in the lake Zeus was granted admission back into the
Zeus
camper that night. He never messed with another skunk.
Belle was added to our household two years later. She is our princess dog and
proved it from day one when she didn’t like walking on the cut grass, it hurt her
feet. She is a great hunter and companion but would take the bed to lounge on
any day over a place in the grass.

Belle

This article is named for Foxie. She was three years old when our good friend,
Fred Overby gave Foxie to my son, Nick. She needed a boy and the boy needed
his own dog. Foxie is the calmest dog in our house, but don’t let her demeanor
fool you, she is dynamite in the field. In the camper, she is something else.
Foxie loves to snuggle, but is very stiff and not always conscious of where her
Continued on page 7
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Dog Breath- Continued from page 6
feet go. You can wake up with a Foxie foot in your ear. She is very attuned to her environment. Handy to have a dog this alert when you are
camping. Foxie is not a barker so instead, she pants. When a storm is approaching she pants, not nearby, but in your face. She wants comfort and
this is her way of asking. She also pants if there is activity in the campsite
that she is not a part of. Squirrels crossing, a chipmunk stealing a piece of
dogfood or a jumping mouse crossing a path. She pants her dog breath in
your face. It is a quirk that is uniquely Foxie.
Camping this summer we had five dogs along, in the
camper. Five dogs in the camper is too many. The
youngest, Blue received a trial run but is not ready to
be free. He is a rambunctious dog, that bounces from
bed to bed, not careful of his landing spot. Sometimes, sitting on my head. He was
remanded to the kennel. Next year when he is older, he may be released from the
kennel.
Foxie

Thorn is four years old and very light footed. She could bound from bed to bed
and you wouldn’t know she was there. She likes to sleep
under the covers and will lift up the comforter with her
nose and slide under without making a fuss. If every
dog had her indoor manners, there would be no
need for kennels.

Thorn

Camping with dogs is always an adventure, but my
experiences would not be as rich without them so I
treasure every moment even if there is a little dog
breath along the way.

Blue
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Ask Butch
Butch:
We bird hunt mainly in hot weather environments where it can be hard on the dogs because of the heat
and because there is little standing water in the fields for them to cool off in. For the dogs to perform
decently in the heat I know it is important to carry plenty of water for them to drink and to make sure
they are in good physical condition and well acclimated to the heat through training in hot weather. Are
there other things you can suggest to make hot weather hunting successful and safe for the dogs? And
do longer hair dogs like French Brittanys and English Setters tend to perform better in the heat if their
hair is cut? David
David...Very good topic and a very good one to discuss because extreme heat or severe cold can cause
at best an abbreviated hunt or worse permanent damage. We'll get this round table topic going in hopes
readers will respond with their own applications for hunting in the heat.
The two most important parts to the equation are "NUTRITION and CONDITION". Nutrition has
been hashed out for years but most importantly it must fit the individual dog. We could talk forever on
proteins and fats but the best answer is quality. Labels are great, but a lot like politicians, we must weed
through the chaff on our own and make our decisions. Again, dogs are individuals and like human
athletes require individual attention. I look for calories and where the calories come from; whether it be
from protein, fat or carbs. If the calorie content is not reaching or exceeding 400 k-cals per cup we
might need to supplement. (Another discussion).
Conditioning is the other main ingredient. No sense running your dog in sixty degree weather in the
morning when you plan on hunting the afternoon when it could be 80 plus. So start out short durations
in the hotter parts of the day and only when the dog is ready to move to longer trips do you proceed.
Hydration is so important. I only feed in the evening with water. Vets blame tarter of the teeth on this
but feel it's the lesser of two evils. I also like to add a water bait in the morning on extended trips which
might be a mixture of a quality can of dog food blended with a bucket of water. I've used a catfish and
potato canned food. Mix one full can in three gallons of water but this will hydrate many dogs so you
might figure the exact amount by the number of dogs you are hunting that day. The water bait will add
calories without bulk. Remember, this is a substitute for early morning water. During the day then carry
water bottles with a good electrolyte and do not wait till he's exhausted to water him. I would never
hunt in eighty plus degrees without watering every fifteen minutes whether he needs it or not. He may
not need the electrolytes in every watering but it will help in his recovery.
As far as shaving medium or longer haired dogs I, with most of my suggestions, will answer from my
experience from field trialing. We shaved all of our dogs. The opposition to this is the long hair is an
Continued on page 9
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Ask Butch - Continued from page 8
insulator against the elements but if it can keep heat out it will also keep heat in. A dog might not sweat
through the body but I've never seen an English setter that wasn't shaved win in the heat. It also might be
quicker to get the body temperature down when they do find water.
One last thought is give your dog a break and don't forget to share your lunch: A hunt with your best
friend does not mean a death march.
Thanks again for letting me share...Butch

Put Butch’s many years of experience to work for you. Don’t be shy and if you want your name left off
we can make the questions anonymous. Send you questions to: Butch Nelson, PO Box 858, Denton,
MT 59430 or hyaliteknls@yahoo.com

Back Talk
Over the past few months we have been struggling with our dog Thorn and her lack
of energy and poor coat. We tried many different types of supplements, but nothing
seemed to work. Remembering Ken Bruwelheide’s articles on dog food content from
previous Whoa Posts, we decided to start reading labels. We switched Thorn to a different higher quality dog food that did not have corn and she improved dramatically.
Her energy returned and her coat is thick and glossy. Thanks Ken for sharing your adventure into the world
of dog food. It made our research and journey much easier. Sherry Niesar & Pete Wax
Back Talk is a venue for our member readers to respond to articles in previous editions and to weigh in
on events and issues important to the Big Sky Epagneul Breton Gun Dog Club. This is your opportunity
to voice an opinion or share some advice on a recent topic. So, if your would like to talk back, submit your
thoughts to Back Talk editors at sniesar@outlook.com

I wonder if other dogs think poodles are members
or a weird religious cult.
Rita Rudner
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Part One: A Visit to Callac by Ken Bruwelheide
During June and July, Janis and I had the opportunity to
take a European river cruise from Amsterdam to Vienna.
It was a celebratory trip that covered many occasions.
We planned a side trip in advance to the Normandy coast
and also visited the Brittany coast of France. This is the
origin area of the Epagneul Breton we wanted to visit.
Fred Overby helped us arrange the visit to the Callac, the
Epagneul Breton Museum, and a well-known kennel of
origin.
Fred put us in touch with the finest of French gentlemen,
Henri Guelon, who some of our American club members
have had the pleasure of meeting. Henri and his father
Henri Guelon,, Janis & Ken Bruwelheide at the
had much to do with the development of the Epagneul
museum
Breton. For a wonderful and descriptive biography of
Henri please refer to the CEB-US Semiannual Journal First and Second Semester 2012, issues 34-35.
In addition, Henri had a lot to do with the development
and continuation of the Epagneul Breton Museum in
Callac. Henri was a very gracious host and made Janis and
I feel at home in a foreign land. Henri is a retired professor
of English from a French college so there was no language
barrier.
The Epagneul Breton Museum is right in the Callac old
town square. The museum is small but very well done and
constantly improving. Some of the Whoa Post readers
have been to the museum. Even in his advancing years
Henri is dedicated to the museum and its improvement.
Neither Janis nor I speak or read French so Henri was our
interpreter. There were many things of interest including a
Translation: “Since I saw the 3d video
well done video explaining the proportions of the Epagneul
(about conformation) I find I keep standing Breton as noted by the French. There were also two
in "ideal pose!"
comparative photos of typical and ideal conformations.
One photo was dated 1921 and the other was
A comparison of the epagneul breton from 1997 and 1921
1997. Characteristic change and hopefully
improvements were shown by these photos. The
museum holds the official history the epagneul
breton and it was very educational to learn of the
history from such a long term friend of the breed.
As you would guess there were family trees, noted
landmark dogs, and kennels of origin represented.
There are also some short videos showing Epagneul
Bretons hunting woodcock in the French
countryside.
Continued on page 11
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Callac - Continued from page 10
One of these videos featured a noted French Epagneul Breton breeder and a demonstration of his
hunting technique.
As mentioned, the museum is well done and provides a tribute to our Epagneul Breton dogs and to
the devoted individuals who have continued the breed. Chief among them is Henri Guelou. Janis
and I thank Henri for the morning tour of this fine specialty museum.
Diagrams of the Epagneul Breton
breed standard from the museum

Translation: “Succession is assured!"

Translation: Sheep says "you are much
nicer than your ancestors." and dog
replies "you are too kind."

An artists’ rendering of the
perfect Epagneul Breton head
circa 1995
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A Picture is Worth 1,000 Words

Photos Provided by Jim and Fatmi Anders, Kim Bartells, and Sherry Niesar
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Breeders & Stud Dog List
Breeders
Coteau Kennel
Pete Wax & Sherry Niesar
sniesar@msn.com
701-222-8940
www.coteaukennel.com

Hyalite Kennel
Butch Nelson & Karen Paugh
406-567-4200
hyaliteknls@yahoo.com
www.hyalitekennels.com

Hannahatchee Kennel
Jackie Hutwagner
770.883.8360
hutwag@gmail.com

Pataula Power French Brittanys
Fred Overby
406-209-0006
foverby@bellsouth.net

Topperlyn Gun Dogs
Lynda Kieres
topperlyn@hotmail.com
406-777-5894
www.topperlyngundogs.com

Stud Dogs
1. NBOB 2XTR Brique De L'Ardour
Hip Rating - A ( France)
2. TR GUN F'Nat du mas d'Pataula
("Pride") TAN
Hip Rating- Good - OFA
3. GUN Griz du mas Pataula TAN
Hips OFA-Good
Fred Overby
406-209-0006 (after business hours, please)
foverby@bellsouth.net
GRCHF CH Gallant Thor Sur Le Delavan TAN
Hip Rating - OFA Good
Jackie Hugwagner
770-883-8360
hutwag@gmail.com

1. NBOB GRCH Beau de l’Hospitalier
Hips – “A” – Belgium
2. 2XTR CH TopperLyn D’Artagnan
Hips – OFA “Good”
Live coverage &
artificial insemination on both dogs.
topperlyn@hotmail.com
406-777-5894
www.topperlyngundogs.com
Just Perfect Du Auburn Bretons
NAVHDA NA Prize 1, 112 Points
Penn Hip Lt: 0.46, Rt: 0.42
Sherry Niesar
701-527-3714
www.coteaukennel.com
sniesar@outlook.com

The Breeders and Stud Dog List is available to all paid members. If you are not a member, complete
the membership form and send it to Fred Overby, Club Treasurer. Only Breeding Kennels/Breeders
who raise UKC registered Epagneul Bretons will be listed in this Whoa Post column. The Whoa Post is
sent directly to over 100 email addresses and posted on line on the club web site and Face Book page.
Provide your information to sniesar@outlook.com.
To be listed in this column, pay your membership and provide the following information.

Breeders:

Stud Dog Listing:

Name of Kennel and/or Breeder
Contact Name
Contact Phone
Contact Email
Website

Name of Stud Dog
Hip Rating (OFA or Penn Hip)
Contact Name
Contact Phone
Contact Email
Website
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Up Coming Events
Big Sky Epagneul Breton Gun Dog Club
August 29, 2015
Liberated Open Braces, Open Solo, Gun Solo &
TAN
August 30, 2015
Liberated: Open Solo & Gun Solo
Contact: Trial Secretary: Sherry Niesar,
sniesar@msn.com or (701)527-3714
HPEBGDC
October 17 -18, 2015
Wild and TAN
Trial Secretary – Clint LaFary- (309)231-8868
surledelavankennel@gmail.com

HPEBGDC
November 14 - 15, 2015
Liberated and TAN
Trial Secretary – Clint LaFary- (309)231-8868
surledelavankennel@gmail.com
HPEBGDC
February 13 - 14, 2016
Liberated and TAN
Trial Secretary – Clint LaFary- (309)231-8868
surledelavankennel@gmail.com

Join Big Sky Epagneul Breton Gun Dog Club Facebook page. If you have a
Facebook page, request to join, its that easy. You can post your pictures,
hunting stories or just events that you share with your dog.
https://www.facebook.com/#!/groups/115972485114132/

2 Remaining pups
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The Whoa Post Marketplace
Tri-Tronics Pro 100 XLS, 2-Collar.
Working. Short Antenna. Tone Button (on top) is cracked off but still functional. Both collars and
transmitter work. About ½ mile range with short antenna. $125 if picked up, $150 if I have to mail it. Contact Pete or Sherry: 701-222-8940 email: sniesar@outlook.com

Puppies:
We have a nice litter of puppies out of our Jerome Du Hameau De Sorny and our Hollywood , 3 males two
black and white one o/w. 3 females, one black and white and two o / w. DOB 6/21/15

Jerome

Puppies from
this litter

PRICE IS $1200.00 MALE OR FEMALE
Jerome: His sire is Cyrano De Saint Lubin. His dam is Eglantine Du Hameau De Sorny
The dam is Hollywood. Her grandsire is Coby Du Hameau De Sorny.
Granddam is Vidonia De Winter Haven.
To reserve a puppy or more info contact Richard at 979-864-9995 or Katrina at 979-848-7002
The marketplace is available to all paid members of the Big Sky Epagneul Breton Gun Dog Club. Ads
are free. You can buy, sell or trade outdoor equipment, dogs, cats, or anything else that may interest the
readers. To place an ad, contact sniesar@outlook.com
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Renew Your Membership
Membership to the Big Sky Epagneul Breton Gun Dog Club is due at the beginning of each January.
Each of the club’s members are an important component to the club, adding to the newsletter with
articles and photographs and at the clubs annual field trial. If you are not a member, then consider
becoming a member. Aside from becoming a part of a group of talented, friendly and likeminded dog
owners, members:








Receive the Whoa Post
Are eligible to place ads in the Marketplace at no charge
List Breeder and Stud Dog information
(newsletter and web site) at no charge
Foxie Says:
Have access to dog training professionals
Please renew your
and mentors
membership to the
Receive advance notice of special events
Big Sky Club. The
Have opportunity to participate in UKC
form is below.
Thanks!
sanctioned field trials
Join a fellowship of like minded
individuals

Membership is open to all individuals. Membership fee is
$20 - individuals or $30 - family per year.
Please take a few moments to complete the Membership Form
below and return to Treasurer, Fred Overby at:
Big Sky Epagneul Breton Gun Dog Club
Fred Overby c/o Overby Law Office
101 E. Main Street, Suite C
Bozeman, MT 59715

Big Sky Epagneul Breton Gun Dog Club Membership Form
Name_______________________________________________ 2nd Family Member ______________________________
Address_____________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________
Telephone __________________________________________ Email ___________________________________________

Membership Category $20 Individual Member ship _____ $30 Family Member ship _____

Make Check out to: Big Sky Epagneul Breton Gun DogClub
Return form & dues to: Fred Overby c/o Overby Law Office, 101 E. Main Street, Suite C, Bozeman, MT 59715
Send General Correspondence to: Kenneth Bruwelheide,1406 Robin Lane, Bozeman, MT 59715

